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1. Aims of the Project ‘Chantries and the Liturgy for the Dead in Brittany,
France, 1500-1720’.

!
The aim of the project Chantries and the Liturgy for the Dead in Brittany, France,
1500-1720, funded by the Gerald Finzi Trust, was to carry out a project of research on
the liturgical evolution, and the architectural and artistic setting, of chantries in
Brittany in western France, across the period 1500-1720. There were three specific
objectives;
a) To undertake documentary research into contemporary foundation
charters, wills and other written sources, into the nature and purpose of
chantries in the west of Brittany, over time c.1500-c.1720.
b) To research specifically the types of spoken and musical liturgy used in
chantry and obit foundations, and their evolution over time 1500-1720.
c) To undertake field visits to churches and chapels, to examine and collect
physical evidence for chantry chapels and other forms of post-mortem
commemoration. The design and decoration of chantries, and the way in
which they were used for commemoration and the liturgy of the dead –
spoken and musical - was of central interest.
The three aims were achieved. A great deal of documentary and physical evidence for
the organisation of spoken and musical liturgy, and for the physical setting of
chantries and obits, was obtained during the four weeks’ duration of the project. The
context, methodology and some provisional results from the project are detailed,
below.

!
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Fig. 1: Sizun, (Finistère). Charnel house and mortuary chapel. [17th century].

!
!
2. Context: Chantries and the Liturgy for the Dead in Brittany, France,
1500-1720.

!
The overall aim of the study entitled Chantries and the Liturgy for the Dead in
Brittany, France, 1500-1720 is to contribute to historical research into the origins,
nature and timing of religious change in Europe, and particularly France, during the
Protestant and Catholic Reformations of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The
primary objective is to add to this wider subject through an examination of a specific
case study, that is, changes in spiritual and liturgical practices associated with
commemoration of the dead, in the west of France. This is to be achieved through
examination of the foundation of institutions of perpetual mortuary intercession in the
form of chantries, obits and special services.

!
!
!
!
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a) Background: Purgatory and Chantries in Medieval Europe.

!
The chantry was a weekly or daily mass served by a permanent chaplain, funded by
an endowed benefice. The obit or anniversary service was a requiem mass, often with
subsidiary matins and vespers, held annually, on the day of the death of the founder.
The annual or special service was a specific devotion or mass, which took place
during religious feasts or liturgical seasons, during which prayers for the founder
would be said. All of these could be founded for a specified length of time, or in
perpetuity, depending on the financial means and spiritual interests of the founders.
The perpetual institutions have the best surviving documentary evidence available for
their study, so they are central to the project here described.

!
Perpetual chantries and obits received their rationale from the doctrine of Purgatory.
In the Middle Ages, western Christians came to believe that despite His boundless
mercy, sinners were unprepared and unworthy to meet Christ when they died. God
would forgive sin, if offered contrition, permitting entry to heaven, but first of all a
soul had to be cleansed of sin’s stains. This was achieved through chastisement in
Purgatory, which was defined by the Catholic Church at the Council of Lyons in 1274
and formally promulgated as an article of faith at Florence in 1439. The closely
interwoven relationship between the living and the dead of the late medieval Church,
and the mutual aid and charity which existed between its members, alive and
departed, meant that souls in Purgatory could rely on relief from the living for their
sufferings. To secure the intercession of living Christians and of spiritual helpers such
as saints, people exploited ties such as kinship and also set up material obligations
through bequests, to ensure that the living took responsibility for relieving the pains
of departed souls.

!
Across the period, there were three main ways in which suffering souls in Purgatory
could be relieved, through prayers, good works and above all by the sacrament of the
mass. By 1500, the mass was the central form of mortuary intercession. People of
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modest means might join a guild and share in the masses arranged collectively, by the
members. For the wealthy, perpetual foundations would ensure that a dedicated
chaplain would intercede for the founder until Doomsday. While in Protestant Europe,
chantries were abolished with the introduction of Reformed theology, which
considered Purgatory to be a make-believe place, in Catholic Europe, they continued
into the eighteenth century. The Council of Trent defined formally the doctrine of
Purgatory in 1562 and it became a central aspect of moral teaching and preaching for
at least two hundred years thereafter.

!
Thus, as long-lived institutions, Purgatory and post-mortem intercession offer a useful
case study for changes in belief and practice over time. This study therefore begins in
c.1500, to examine the ‘traditional’ chantry practice of the later Medieval, or preReform, period. It then traces the impact of Protestantism and above all, that of
Catholic revival during the wars of religion and the Tridentine reforms of the
seventeenth century, on devotions linked with the dead. The practice of founding
chantries and obits declined rapidly in many parts of France after 1720, which thus
serves as the end date for this study.

!
b) Pilot Study: The Chantries of Nantes, Brittany 1500-1720.

!
As an initial pilot for a wider study of the west of France, I examined chantry and obit
foundation in the city of Nantes, the largest city in historic Brittany, with a population
of around 25,000 in 1600. [Graph 1, below]. The endowment of perpetual foundations
in Nantes began before 1400, but really took off from 1460. Despite fluctuations, for
the next century, there was a steady rise in foundations. With the advent of the wars of
religion after 1560, however, foundations underwent a rapid and serious decline. They
picked up again in the 1590s, associated with the Catholic League movement, a level
sustained into the 1620s, the years of early Counter Reform in the Nantes diocese.
After 1630, there was a great increase in the numbers of foundations, sustained for
four decades, surpassing the rate of the early sixteenth century. After 1680, however,
foundations fell off rapidly, to almost nothing by 1720.
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Graph 1: Nantes - Number of Foundations over Time 1461-1721
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The evolution of permanent foundations contains within it changes in the type
favoured by donors. The most popular form of foundation in the period 1450 to 1550
was the weekly mass, most commonly on Fridays (day of Christ’s Passion) or
Saturdays (associated with the Virgin). The foundation in Saint-Nicolas’s church by
Jean Seron, merchant and bourgeois, in 1502, was typical: a weekly low mass, on
Mondays, at the altar of the confraternity of Notre-Dame-de-Chandeleur, followed by
the recitation of the De profundis on his tomb. From 1500, the popularity of annual
and anniversary masses grew, comprising around 50 per cent of foundations over the
following two centuries. Again, the foundation of Françoise Bouschier in SainteCroix in 1544 is typical: a sung mass, preceded by a vigile des morts, was to be
celebrated each year on 27 February. In periods of declining foundations, 1560-90 and
again after 1680, annuals and anniversaries formed the greater proportion of
endowments.

!
The location of foundations also underwent change over time. After 1480 until c.
1550, parish churches became the preferred sites for donors, up to 60 per cent of
masses were founded here. After 1560, the parish declined in importance and the
collegiate churches and religious houses again dominated. The conventual churches of
Carmelites and Franciscans became the most important sites of foundation: in the
mid-seventeenth century boom, more than three quarters of founders favoured the
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mendicant orders. Towards the end of the century, when foundations declined
markedly, the collegiate institutions benefited most, although even they received very
small numbers of endowments.

!
c) Conclusions: hypotheses to test in western Brittany.

!
The case study of perpetual mortuary foundations in Nantes thus showed the
continued importance of Purgatory across the period of the Counter and Catholic
Reform periods, known for other regions. However, the evolution of this seemingly
long-lived institution shows important changes in spirituality over time.
• The period of the religious wars was a crucial era of religious change in
Nantes; we can see here the origins of some concerns and practices which later
came to be called ‘Tridentine’, but also new developments. In strong reaction to
Protestantism and the uncertainties of civil war, public, collective ritual,
especially devotion to the Holy Sacrament and charitable work, received
enormous emphasis, while traditional mortuary intercession declined.
• After 1600, traditional practices reasserted themselves, encouraged by
Tridentine-inspired devotions, renewed authority of the Catholic clergy and a
new form of intense piety. Adherence to institutions such as chantries and obits,
in the semi-private convents and collegiate churches, became the hallmark of the
wealthy devout, keen to emphasise their interior, individual relationship with
God.
• However, both elite and popular groups also turned to greater engagement
with the world through good works, and dependence upon Mary, Mother of
God, for intercession and aid.
• Both of the above were linked to an ever-increasing importance of personal
prayer.
Ultimately, these latter devotions gained ground over institutions of mortuary
intercession.

!
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This study therefore raised a series of issues and questions that needed to be tested
among different social groups and across a wider cultural context. It was for this
reason that the application to the Gerald Finzi Trust was made, to enable research into
chantries and obits in the west of Brittany. The objective was ultimately to be able to
compare and contrast urban and rural areas, French-speaking and Breton-speaking
communities, and specifically to begin to examine changes in liturgy and musical
organisation, and the iconographic and architectural setting of post-mortem
intercession, over time.

!
!
3. Methodology – Visit to Brittany and Activities Undertaken.

!
A four-week visit to western Brittany was undertaken 3-29 July 2006. The time was
divided between undertaking documentary research in archives and field visit to
churches. (See appendix for a map of Brittany and France).

!
!
Week 1: Quimper, Finistère.
a) Documentary Research in the Archives Départementales de Finistère at
Quimper.
Much of the first week of the visit was spent working in the archives at Quimper
(5 working days). On the first day, a good deal of time was spent going through
the inventories and catalogues of the archive, to assess the nature and extent of
their holdings relative to chantries. There was a great deal of material, with many
churches and parishes in the region having at least a few surviving foundation
documents. I therefore decided to sample the archive. To obtain a view of the
similarities and differences of various communities in the region, I chose to
examine a cathedral, collegiate church and several rural parishes. I did not have
time to examine the archives of any religious houses, which will have to await
another visit.

!
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The churches chosen were as follows;
i.

Cathedral of St. Corentin, Quimper: the cathedral had a long run of
documentary sources, covering the period c.1300 to the late eighteenth
century. Thus, to obtain a good idea of changing liturgical practices over
time, I examined the chantry and obit records for the cathedral and its
chapter. This work took up the best part of 3 days. The foundation
documents were largely on vellum and not always in the best of conditions,
being dirty and dusty, but a good amount of information was obtained from
them (see below).

ii.

Cathedral of St. Pol-de-Léon: I started to examine the foundations of the
cathedral and chapter of St Pol-de-Léon, and of the parishes for which the
chapter possessed advowsons, but ran out of time. The study of this archive
remains to be completed.

iii.

Collegiate Church of St Tremeur, Carhaix: there was a very solid set of
documents for the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for this market town
in the centre of western Brittany.

iv.

Rural Parishes: a range of parishes was examined. Most parishes have only
one or two surviving documents. Some, however, benefit from better
documentary survival. For example, the parish of Guerlesguin had a
surviving ‘foundations’ book’ or calendar of all foundations served in the
church in the early 18th century, with brief details of the services held.
Guimaëc had a collection of early 17th century foundation documents. The
fiefs of the chapter of St. Pol-de-Léon had good if scattered if unsystematic
surviving records.

So, a good number of documents were consulted, to give an idea of the range of
practices and of change over time. Above all, the potential for future work in this
region was highlighted.

!
b) Visits to Cathedral of St. Corentin, Quimper.
I made two visits to the Cathedral of St Corentin during the first week of my project
(the archives closed at 5pm, but the cathedral was open until 6.30pm). In particular, I
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was able to study the funerary monuments and chapels associated with the fifteenth
and early sixteenth century bishops of Quimper, for whom I had good documentary
evidence for their chantries. Thus, I was able to put together documentary and some
surviving physical evidence, to reconstruct something of the material context as well
as the activity of post-mortuary intercession in these cases. This was a rare
opportunity, at least in Brittany.

!

!
Fig. 2: Cathedral St. Corentin, Quimper. Window showing donors and saints, late 15th
century.

!
Weeks 2 and 3: Documentary Research in the Archives Départementales du
Morbihan at Vannes and Field Visits to Churches in the Morbihan.

!
My visit to Vannes and the Morbihan was interrupted by the Bastille Day celebrations
of 14 July, which closed the archives for several days. Thus, I intermingled archive
work and field visits to churches, rather than devoting a week to each activity. I spent
seven working days in the archives at Vannes; seven days were spent visiting
churches and exhibitions of religious art. The visit to the Morbihan also coincided
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with a great heat wave in France, with temperatures up to 38/39 celsius, but the
archives and church interiors were relatively cool!

!
a) Documentary Research in the Archives Départementales du Morbihan
at Vannes.
As at Quimper, on the first day of my visit to Vannes’ archives, a good deal of time
was spent going through the inventories and catalogues, to assess the nature and
extent of their holdings. Again, there was a great deal of material. The cathedral
archive at Vannes is particularly rich, so I decided to spend the best part of a week
working on its documents. After that, again to give a range of coverage, I examined
the documents of several collegiate and parish churches. The archives of the regular
clergy, I left to a future visit.

!
The churches chosen were as follows;
i.

Cathedral of St Pierre, Vannes: this has a marvellous archive. In particular,
the cult of St Vincent Ferrer attracted many foundations, but the
documentary survival for all sorts of post-mortuary practices was really
very good indeed.

ii.

Collegiale Church of Rochefort-en-Terre: a reasonably useful collection of
17th century foundations.

iii.

Parish Churches: again, the documentary survival was mixed. I looked at
fewer parishes than in Quimper. However, three provided useful, if
sporadic, information, Cléguer, Plouherlin and Serent.

!
In addition, I worked for some considerable time in an Episcopal visitation to the
western part of the diocese of Vannes in 1633, for this yielded much information on
chantries and their priests and chaplains. Also, I worked on the appointment registers
for priests for the late sixteenth century, for this yielded some useful information on
the geographical origins and some other details of chaplains appointed to some
chantry benefices.

!
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b) Field Visits to Churches in the Morbihan:
To correlate with the work undertaken in the archives, I visited a range of different
types of churches in the Morbihan. These included;
Cathedral St Pierre, Vannes; I paid two or three visits to the Cathedral, which had
good survival of 16th and 17th century funerary chapels and monuments. In particular,
I looked at the lay out and iconography of the chapel and relics of St Vincent Ferrer,
the Renaissance chapel of the Daniello brothers, and the Lady Chapel used as a
mortuary chapel by a number of 17th century bishops – and for each of these
individuals, good documentary evidence survives for their chantry and obit
foundations.

!

!
Fig. 3: Cathedral St Pierre, Vannes. Chapel constructed by Canon Jean Daniello, who
founded a chantry here in 1537 (see below)

!
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!
Fig 4: Vannes Cathedral. Daniello Chantry and Chapel, Interior.

!

!
Fig 5: Vannes Cathedral. Reliquary of St Vincent Ferrer, for whom two musical
processions and chantries were founded in the seventeenth century, during which his
relics were carried around the city and cathedral.

!
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Collegiate Church of Rochefort-en-Terre; a multi-period church from 12th century
onwards, there were some interesting chapels and monuments, largely undocumented.

!

!
Fig. 6: Collegiate Church of Rochefort-en-Terre (Morbihan).
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!
Fig 7: Rochefort-en-Terre (Morbihan). Retable and altar of 16th or 17th century (later
reused), used for confraternity and chantry masses.

!
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!
Fig. 8: Rochefort-en-Terre. Musicians’ and singers’ gallery, 16th century, one of
several survivals in western Brittany.

!
Parish churches: included Lantiern (16th C church in a preserved manorial/seigneurial
village); Noyal-Muzillac; Notre-Dame de Vertus (chapel) Saint-Cado (chapel).

!

!
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Fig. 9: Lantiern (Morbihan). Seigneurial and chantry chapel, multi-period.

!
c) Exhibition at Pont-Aven (Finistère):
There was a useful and interesting exhibition of religious art by impressionists
working in Brittany in the nineteenth century, in the public art gallery at Pont-Aven,
entitled ‘La quête spirituelle’. This provided some interesting scenes of religious
processions, devotions and chapel interiors for the period before 1920.

!
Week 4: Field Visits to Churches in Finistère.

!
The large number of churches of late medieval and early modern date in Finistère
meant that a selection had to be made. Thus, I decided to visit churches of the types
that I had studied in the documentary record. Also, I chose to visit the famous ‘parish
close’ churches of central Finistère, because of the excellent survival of at least some
of the internal furnishings of my study period.

!
Examples of churches visited;
Cathedral of St. Pol-de-Léon; marvellous survival of chantry chapels and funerary
monuments from the later Middle Ages onwards.

!
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Fig. 10: Cathedral of St-Pol-de-Léon. Tomb and chantry altar on the outer wall of the
choir, in the chancel.

!
Collegiate Church of St. Tremeur, Carhaix; disappointingly, most of the church had
been rebuilt since the 18th century, leaving little surviving evidence for the chantry
foundations located in the archives.

!
Collegiate Church of Pont-Croix; beautiful Romanesque church with baroque
additions.

!
Fig. 11: Collegiate Church of Pont-Croix, (Finistère).

!
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!
Fig. 12: Pont-Croix. Tombs and chantry chapel.

!
Parish Churches; included Brasparts, Cast, Confort, Pleyben, Saint-Herbot, SaintThégonnec, Sizun, Spézet… and others.

!

!
Fig. 13: Cast, (Finistère). Tomb with armorial bearing, to remind the chantry/obit
priest and passers by of the social status, and need for prayers, of the occupant.
!18

!

!
Fig. 14: Pleyben, (Finistère). Organ (1693).

!

!
Fig 15: Saint-Herbot, (Finistère). Nave altar against rood screen

!
!
!
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4. Results: Changes in Liturgy and Musical Organisation over Time.

!
I collected so much data that it will take a while to process and make sense of it all.
However, there are some initial conclusions with regard to liturgical practice and the
design of chantries over time.

!
a) In western Brittany, there was a resurgence of chantry foundations
in the seventeenth century, as in other parts of France, associated
with the Counter Reformation

!
•

The chantries and obits of the Cathedral of Vannes follow a clear pattern.
After a high point in the late fifteenth century, the practice of founding
chantries declined in the first half of the sixteenth century, as it did in many
other parts of Catholic Europe. Foundations started to pick up in the 1550s,
really taking off from the 1580s. Although there were fluctuations across time,
high levels of foundations persisted until the 1680s. Thereafter, they declined
rapidly.

• Chantries and obits in Quimper and Carhaix follow a similar evolution to that
of Vannes, with local nuances.
• There are differences between the west of Brittany and the city of Nantes. In
the first half of the sixteenth century, chantries remain popular in the big city,
but decline in the western region. In the later sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, their evolution looks similar, although the high point of foundations in
the west comes earlier than in Nantes, as does their overall decline in the
seventeenth century. These differences remain to be explained.
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b) There was increasing elaboration of musical liturgy for the dead,
from 1500 onwards, but particularly in the Counter Reformation
period of the 17th century.

!
For example, in the Cathedral at Quimper,
• In 1558, Jehan Guillemin and Jehanne Bertanet his wife, founded an annual obit
‘in the form and manner of other similar obits’, without further elaboration. This
was typical of the foundation documents of the late fifteenth and the first three
quarters of the sixteenth century.
• In 1621, Marie Moulinier, acting for her late husband, founded an anniversary
obit for 4th June each year. There were to be ‘vigils’ or vespers the previous
evening, with three lessons sung by three of the cathedral canons; the following
day, a sung mass of the office of the holy spirit, with responses and counterresponses by the choir and the choir boys, with organ. After the mass, the
canticle Ne recorderis and the psalm De profundis were to be sung on the
husband’s tomb, near to the altar of St Corentin, upon which 32 candles would
be lit. (ADF 2 G 99 Chapter of Quimper. Fondations 1551-1743).
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• There is also evidence that musical instruments other than organs were used in
certain liturgical celebrations, usually processions. In 1666, payments to Vannes’
Cathedral choir included Colomb, ‘marker [of time] and player of the serpent’.
(ADM 59 G 8 Chapter of Vannes. Calendar of Foundations).

!
At the Cathedral of Vannes,
• in the 1530s, Canon Jean Daniello had built an oval, Renaissance-style chapel
off the south aisle. He also founded an obit in 1537 which became the model for
most others in the sixteenth century – his was cited by name as the model which
others wished to emulate, in documents of the later sixteenth century. He
founded a double feast on the day of the Purification of the Virgin, with two
vespers, matins and high mass, during which two canons would sing the
responses from the top of the rood screen. No other detail is given. (ADM 55 G
3 Chapter of Vannes).
• In the later sixteenth century, it was a popular practice for founders of obits to
use their foundations to make more elaborate the existing liturgy of the
cathedral. Feast days which were ‘simple’ festivals were made ‘double’ with the
addition of two vespers, matins and a more elaborate high mass, all with music,
to the day’s liturgy, following that of Jean Daniello. Over the half-century, the
feasts of Saints Peter, Conversion of St Paul, Mary Magdelaine, James and
Philip, George and Michael, to cite but a few examples, following the particular
devotions of the founders.

!
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!
Fig. 16: Pleyben, (Finistère). Roof beams - bagpipe player 17th century

!
c) The continued – and enhanced – use of music in post-mortem
liturgy meant a continued need for numerous choir priests, even in
rural parishes, to service this liturgy.

!
In 1633, there was an Episcopal visitation of the western part of the diocese of
Vannes. This showed that;
• There were large numbers of priests employed in each parish church, in large
part at least for the provision of music in liturgy.
For example, at Erdeven, there was a rector and 9 choir priests, at Plouhinec, a rector,
curate and 7 choir priests and even a tiny parish such as Landevant had a rector and
two assistant priests.
• Chantries and obits were vital in funding these clerical posts.
Choir priests and chaplains were rarely salaried and lived on fees and gifts. Their
main sources of revenue were
i.

funerals and the services that took place for the deceased
during the following year, especially octaves (a repeat of
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the funeral liturgy 8 days afterwards) and the year’s mind
anniversary service.
ii.

temporary chantries such as trintalls – a series of masses
over 30 days – also remained popular.

iii.

sung obits and anniversaries were paid by the task, each
attendant priest receiving a fee.

iv.

a fortunate few were appointed to chantry benefices in
their parishes. In Inzinzac, there were a rector, a curate and
five assistant priests. Two of the latter serviced the two
permanent chantries in the parish church and secured their
benefices.

Thus, the dead paid for much of the extra liturgy and the musical and pastoral
provision of ordinary parish services, for their living of their communities. The
importance of these priests to musical services is made clear in the case of the
parishes of Bubry and Serent: here, the bishop’s visitor ordered the assistant priests to
learn their plain chant, on pain of a 6 livre fine. At Serent, deacons who did not know
their plain chant would be refused ordination. (ADM 41 G 1 Episcopal Visitation of
Vannes Diocese, 1633)

!

!
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Fig. 17: Cast, (Finistère). Chalice tomb slab, in porch, for a priest. Unknown date.

!
d) There was increasing emphasis on privately-owned individual and
family – private – burial space, marked by heraldic and other
symbols in chantry chapels.

!
Individual tombs, marked by slabs or effigies, had long been a tradition in the
medieval church. They were to celebrate and show the status of the person and family
interred there, and also to solicit prayers – many asking that the passer by ‘Orate pro
animus’ (Pray for the soul) of the interred.

!
However, tombs were reused and chapels in churches were rarely reserved for one
family, unless they were great aristocrats and/or patrons of the church. For example,
in the collegiate church of Carhaix in 1653, the churchwardens advertised the sale of
several tombs in the church, which were in a poor state of repair, seeking people to
rent and maintain these plots. Jean du Bothou, Sieur of Stanger, offered 40 sous rent a
year for the use of these tombs, in perpetuity, and he was allowed to place tomb slabs
with his arms upon them, for his family’s use. (ADF 38 G 29 Collegiate church St
Tremeur, Carhaix, Tombs).

!
Social status and the eliciting of prayers continued to be important after 1550. The
permanence, privacy and individual or at least family nature of burial also increased.
From the later sixteenth century, increasing in the early seventeenth century, many
more individuals and families purchased the sole and private right to tombs and, more
rarely because of the cost, even to chapels, where they could. These tombs and
chapels are always intimately involved in liturgy – the clear marking of burial space
allowed the chantry or obit to involve the remains of the founder in a more direct way.
There seems to have been an attempt on the part of individuals to ensure a direct
relationship with God through space and music, in a much more formal way than in
the past.

!
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For example in Vannes Cathedral in 1570, Jean Michel, canon, founded an obit in the
form of a double feast of St Michael; he asked to be buried in the tomb of the late
Jean de Launay, rector of Carnac, perhaps his relative, and that the tomb would be
prohibited to all others. Typically, this was to be marked by a stone with his name and
coat of arms. He founded two anniversary obits, each to end with the psalm De
profundis on his tomb (ADM 55 G 2, Chapter of Vannes, Foundations).

!
For example, in the Cathedral at Quimper,
In 1648, Catherine Le Marchallach was buried in the chapel of St Martha, alongside
other members of her family, under the archway which separated it from the chancel.
Previously, in 1593, her ancestor Jan de Marchallach had obtained permission from
the canons to put his coat of arms on the vault of the arch and in a stained glass
window of the chapel, although it was stressed that the family did not have exclusive
burial rights in the chapel. Also, an annual obit, with music, was founded for 28
August each year. In the choir, vespers for the dead and lauds with three lessons
would be sung by the canons and vicars in their vestments, then after high mass, Ne
recorderis and De profundis would be sung in the chapel, on the family’s tombs.
(ADF 2 G 99 Chapter of Quimper. Foundations 1551-1743).

!

!
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Fig 18: Brasparts, (Finistère). Armorial window in north aisle chapel, to denote burial
and chantry presence of a local elite family (unknown).

!
Sometimes, the deceased requested a more simple entombment. In his will of 1716,
Bishop of Vannes, François d’Argouges requested a simple and modest funeral, and
no monument other than a brass plaque with his name, date of his death and R.I.P on
the bottom. His relatives, however, had other views and the prestige of the family is
amply reflected in his monument in the Lady Chapel of the Cathedral, shown below.
Again, he founded an anniversary service, to begin in the choir and to finish on his
tomb (ADM 55 G 3 Chapter of Vannes)

!
!

!
Fig. 19: Vannes Cathedral. Tomb of Bishop François d’Argouges, d. 1716.
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!
e) In rural parishes in the west of Brittany, there evolved elaborate
monumental ‘parish closes’, in which provision of chapels and
ossuaries for the dead and their associated liturgy, was vital.

!
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the west of Brittany, burial inside the
parish church became the norm for almost 80 per cent of the adult population. As
there was limited space under the floor of the church, every few years, the bodies
would be lifted and placed in a charnel house or ossuary. Here, services for the dead
were frequently held, particularly by parish confraternities. Also, the churchyards
were filled with a series of monuments, all of which were important stations for
processions which formed part of feast day liturgies. Liturgy and its music were
mobile over large areas of sacred space in this period.

!

!
Fig. 20: Argol, (Finistère). Parish close. Church, cemetery, calvary, ossuary and
monumental entry gate.

!
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Fig. 21: Saint-Thégonnec, (Finistère). Parish close.

!

!
Fig. 22: Brasparts, (Finistère). Ossuary and mortuary chapel.

!
f) There was increasing emphasis on the eucharist and the cult of the
Virgin Mary, as intercessors for both the living and the dead.

!
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In the seventeenth century, there are numerous foundations for musical additions to
existing liturgy, rather than masses themselves. These are of two sorts, dedicated
either to Christ or the eucharist, or to the Virgin Mary. This trend is found all over
Brittany. Individuals linked themselves to the services, through prayers for their soul
and canticles sung on their – clearly identified – tombs.

!
• Holy Sacrament Liturgy; became much more elaborate in the seventeenth
century. Musical salutations to the Holy Sacrament, usually with a procession
carrying the consecrated host around the church,
In Vannes Cathedral in 1618, Christophe Lorans and his wife, Yvonne Dorlot,
founded a Stabat for the Holy Cross. Every first Friday of the month, after Compline,
the choir was to process through the nave, carrying a processional cross and candles.
They were to sing Ne reminiscalis and the psalm Miserere mei, intoned by the subcantor, then responded to by the choir. Once the nave crucifix was reached, the choir
and priests would turn to face it, with the boys singing Per signum cruces and the
archpriest would say prayers proper for the adoration of the cross. After, the choir
would sing in alternate responses in plain chant, the De profundis and the Requiescant
in pace, for the souls of the founders. (ADM Chapter of Vannes, 55 G 3).
In Quimper Cathedral, in 1713, Marie Rigouys founded a salutation of the holy
sacrament on the day of the nativity of the Virgin Mary, when the holy sacrament
would be exposed on the high altar during the Cathedral’s vespers and compline, then
carried in procession by the choir and priests, while the hymn Pange lingu’ was sung
in alternation with the organ. (ADF 2 G 99 Chapter of Quimper. Foundations
1551-1743).

!
• Salutations to the Blessed Virgin Mary;
For example, in the Cathedral at Quimper, in 1664, Jullien Dumenez, canon of the
cathedral, founded a ‘solemn station’ to be celebrated on every 15 August, the feast of
the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. It would commence with the Ave Maria in
plain chant, sung alternatively with the organ; the hymn Ave Maria Stella would
follow, sung accompanied by the organ. After, the verse and response ‘Assumpta est
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Maria in caelum gaudent angeli laudantes benedicant dominum’ with prayers and
afterwards, in plain chant, the Ne recorderia and De profundis, on the tomb of the
founder. (ADF 2 G 99 Chapter of Quimper. Fondations 1551-1743).

!
!
!
!
!
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Fig. 23: Brasparts, (Finistère). Rosary Altar, 17th century

!
5. Conclusions – some thoughts for future work.

!
The project funded by the Gerald Finzi Trust allowed for four weeks’ intensive work
in the archives and churches of the west of France. In the first instance, this was a
marvellous opportunity to spend a dedicated length of time working on the project,
with few other distractions. Secondly, a number of observations have been made of
the data gathered, which can now be tested with further work. The data and
information collected will now be examined and processed over the coming months.
Finally, the project allowed for an assessment to be made of the potential for future
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work on the religious history of western Brittany. The potential is great. I will now
return to work more fully on the archives of the three cathedrals of Vannes, Quimper
and St- Pol-de-Léon. The parish churches warrant a much fuller examination of their
documentary sources, to determine whether rural practices are the same as those of
the towns. Although less rich, the archives of the religious houses of monasteries and
friaries, and of hospitals, merit work, to provide another view of religious activity.

!
The project funded by the Finzi Trust has thus provided a good collection of material
in itself on the liturgical practices and their physical setting, of the Counter
Reformation in the west of France, and provided inspiration for a good deal of future
work.

!

!
Fig. 25: Lannédern, (Finistère). Ossuary & mortuary chapel, detail on front.

!
!
!
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